
Haunted   Grocery   Store:   Make   a   New   and  
Improved   Cart  

 
�is   week   in   Science   class   we   talked   about   Newton’s   first   through   third   law   of   motion  

and   how   it   a�fects   things.   We   took   it   farther   and   made   a   shopping   cart   ourselves   that   must   keep  
a   raw   egg   from   breaking.   To   build   our   cat   we   followed   a   Mosa   Mack   packet   for   directions   and  
step   by   step   help.   We   also   had   to   start   to   work   on   a   sales   pitch.   To   do   this   we   created  
a   slide   show   or   something   else   and   had   to   list   the   dimensions,   mass,   if   the   egg  
survived,   if   the   cart   survived,   a   picture   and   more.   Overall,   this   was   a   very   fun   and  
interesting   week   in   science.  
 
Monday  

On   Monday   like   usual   we   each   did   our   kickstart   and   some   of   us   even   ate   a  
snack.   �en   Mrs.   Caruso   told   us   that   we   would   start   to   build   our   carts   with  
cardboard   or   something   else.   On   the   right,   you   can   see   that   is   the   cart   that   Maggie,  
Dimos,   and   I   created.   �is   cart   has   a   magnificent   bumper   which   stops   the   cart   from  
moving.   �e   decorative   design   is   bright   and   cheery   to   put   a   smile   on   someone’s   face.   
 
Tuesday   

On   Tuesday   like   Monday,   we   did   our   kickstart   and   ate   a   snack.   Today  
we   also   built   and   tested   our   carts   along   with   adding   on   this   secure   seatbelt   so  
that   kids   are   safe.   �is   seatbelt   is   like   a   car   seat   seatbelt   it   has   two   straps   to  
ensure   safety.   In   the   prototype,   they   are   made   out   of   yarn   but   on   the   real   cart,  
they   will   be   made   of   very   strong   but   so�t   fabric.   

 
Wednesday   
  On   Wednesday   just   like   the   other   days,   we   started   o�f   with   a   kickstart  
and   snack.   Today   Mrs.   Caruso   wasn’t   here   so   we   worked   on   our   sales   pitch.  
For   the   sales   pitch,   we   mentioned   our   sticky   pads.   �ese   sticky   pads   are   like  
no   other   they   are   so   sticky   that   they   would   hold   the   egg   down   when   going  
down   the   ramp   or   hitting   a   bump.   In   the   picture,   you   can   see   the   sticky   pads  
at   the   bottom   as   they   are   white.   To   make   the   sticky   pads   we   add   ducktape   to  
the   container   and   tapes   it   down   so   it   would   stay   in   place.   
 
 



�ursday   
   On   �ursday   like   any   other   day,   we   started   the   class   o�f   with   our  

kickstarts   and   snack.   Today   Mrs.   Caruso   was   also   not   here   so   groups   who  
weren’t   done   tested   their   cart   with   a   plastic   egg   instead   of   a   real   egg   but  
groups   who   were   done   worked   on   their   sales   pitch.   �is   helped   because   for  
testing   with   a   real   egg   it   would   crack   and   there   would   be   a   gigantic   mess  
but   with   the   plastic   egg   broke   it   was   no   big   deal.  

 
Friday   

On   Friday   we   like   the   rest   of   the   week   we   started   o�f   with  
kickstart   and   snack.   Today   we   tested   our   carts   for   their   mass,  
dimensions,   and   the   survival   of   the   egg   and   cart.   To   measure   the   mass  
we   used   a   weight   and   to   measure   the   dimensions   we   used   rulers.   Also   to  
see   if   the   egg   and   cart   would   survive   we   pushed   it   down   a   ramp   into   a  
wall   to   see   how   well   we   built   the   cart   to   find   out   if   it   protected   the   egg.   
 

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/coronavirus-disease-outbreak-severity-symptoms  
 

In   this   science   article,   it   shows   how   the    coronavirus   is   easy   to   spread   to   other   people  
especially   in   hospitals.   As   we   may   all   know   the   coronavirus   is   spreading   rapidly   in   China   and   is  
very   dangerous   it   is   also   very   easy   to   spread   across   multiple   people.   

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/coronavirus-disease-outbreak-severity-symptoms

